HOW TO LOGIN – PRE TRIP
GEOTAB INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Turn the tablet on.
(You may see this screen – if so just swipe your finger across the screen to open)

2.

Open Geotab Drive by clicking on the icon

3.

Login using the Username & Password that have been provided to you. Tap Login.
a. Make sure you use capital letters, if applicable, in the Password

4.

Select Vehicle
a. If the one listed is NOT your truck tap “Select another vehicle”
b. If it is correct tap “Continue”

5.
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Select Trailer
a. Either add a trailer or tap continue

6.

Select “Inspect” to the right of the truck number

7.

Check the truck over any make any necessary notes in the space provided, add any
remarks necessary, and then tap on Done

8.

Now select “Inspect” to the right of the trailer number.

9.

Check the trailer over and make any necessary notes in the space provided, add any
remarks necessary, and then tap on Done

10. Once you’ve clicked ‘Done’ you will see this message, click “Yes”

11. When you’re back on this page click the 3 lines on the top left and then select

Dashboard and start your trip.
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When you start driving Geotab will automatically change your duty status to Driving.
You should NOT mess with the tablet while driving. You will only need to hit OFF when
you go on a break or at the end of you shift.
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ACCEPTING/REJECTING LOGS
GEOTAB INSTRUCTIONS
Accepting/Rejecting Changes To Logs
Geotab now has a feature that requires a driver to accept or reject any changes that are made to their
logs by someone else. Upon logging in a warning at the top of the screen will indicate that there are
logs that have been changed and need to be reviewed:

All such corrected logs that are pending approval or rejection are highlighted in yellow. In this case the
log is changing from ON-DUTY to OFF-DUTY status:
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Tap on the highlighted log to open the detail screen and approve or reject the changes. Changes are
shown in the screen:

Detail screen shows the
existing status for the log.
And the pending changes.
In this case the status is
changing from ON-DUTY
to OFF-DUTY.

Scroll to the bottom of the screen and either accept or reject the changes.
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Once the selection has been made, the Accept and Reject buttons will be greyed until the change has
been saved in the system. Wait until the system returns to the log screen.

Once the change has been saved, the yellow highlight will disappear from the affected log and the
changes have been made to the log.

The log will now have to be verified by selecting the verify button at the top of the day’s logs.
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ADDING LOGS & NOTES
GEOTAB INSTRUCTIONS
1. Select the 3 lines on the top left and Select HOS

2. Select Logs

3. You can either make an annotation on a current log OR add a new log
a. To make an annotation on a current log, tap on the log
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i. Tap on “Add an annotation” and type in your notes and click “Add”

ii. Your notes will show under annotations. Click the arrow in the top left corner
to go back to your logs.
iii. Your notes will show, in blue, under that log.

b. To add a new log, tap on “Add Log”
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i. Tap ‘Select’ to the right of Status
1. Choose your status

ii. Tap ‘Select’ to the right of Date
1. Enter and date/time

iii. Make sure the correct truck number is in the “Vehicle” section
iv. Write any notes you’d like to make about this log in the Annotation section and
then click “Add”
c. The added log will show with the option to add a location on the right side.

4. Click the 3 lines in the top right corner to go back to the Dashboard.
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DROPPING/ADDING TRAILERS
GEOTAB INSTRUCTIONS
1. Tap the 3 lines at the top left of the screen

2. Select Assets

3. If there are already trailers attached remove them by tapping on the black circle to the right of
the trailer number. And then you can select “Attach”
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4. Type the trailer number in. As you start typing trailer numbers will appear below, when you see
you trailer number click on the circle to the left of it to attach

5. You will then see your trailer attached. Click the 3 lines on the top left and go back to
Dashboard.
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LOGGING OUT
GEOTAB INSTRUCTIONS
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1.

Before going Off Duty you will need to Certify your previous inspection and add any
necessary notes - Post Trip - DVIR :

2.

Go back to the HOS screen – Put yourself into OFF duty and then tap on your name in
the top left corner

3.

Select Logout
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4.

You will be asked to verify your logs. You can either select one at a time or select all
and verify all at once.

5.

You will then be directed back to the log in page:

